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Abstract 
ROSY, a synchrotron light source dedicated to 

material research has been proposed to be built at the 
reseach Center Rossendorf in the Dresden region of 
Germany. At a early stage of the project the idea was to 
built ROSY in two steps: ROSY I as an compact light 
source and as an injector for ROSY II. ROSY II shall be a 
high brillance light source (3rd generation) serving photons 
with energies up to 30 keV. For the design of ROSY II a 
modified QBA-lattice was taken. With an energy of 3.2 GeV 
and a magnetic field of 1.33 T in the bendings magnets the 
critical photon energy is 9.0 keV. With 12 achromats and a 
circumference of 310 m, the emittance yields 3 nm rad. 
The dynamic aperture is +I- IO mm in both directions 

I. INTRODUCTION 

Synchrotron light sources of the 3rd generation have 
been built for an energy range between 1.5 - 2.0 GeV and 
6.0 - 8.0 GeV [I]. A gap exist around the energy region 3 to 
4 GeV. In this region there are at present only the sources 
DORIS, IHEP and SPEAR [I] which are running mostly as 
dedicated light sources, but from the machine point of view 
they are first eneration machines. Therefore ROSY II 
should be a 3’ 2 generation light source with an energy of at 
least 3 GeV. As a lattice the modofied QBA-Optic, which 
showed very promising results for LISA [2], has been 
choosen. At the “Workshop on Fourth Generation Light 
Sources” p] the QBA - lattice has been recognized as one 
structure which could meet the requirements of the next 
generation of light sources. 
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Figure 1. Twiss functions in a bending magnet which I. . , \ 

II. MINIMIZING THE EMITTANCE 
ninimize the H - function for a nonalsperslve entrance (a) 
and in the general case (b). The expressions for the 
optimal values of the Twiss function and the minimal 

The most important factor for synchrotron radiation emittances are shown. 
users is the brilliance which is mainly determined by the 
Cross-section of the beam and given by the square root of for the smallest emittance and also the conditions to reach 
the emittance multiplied with the bet&on functioh. The ais are given. @lg. lb) is roughly one third ofs (Fig. la) 
emittaK% Scales in general With the square of the energy The smallest emiance can be reached with the case 
and the third power of the bending magnet’s deflection represented in Figure lb. Hence to get the smallest 
angle. The optics influence the emittance via the H- emittance, a &rage ring should have a lattice which 
function, which is determined by the shape of the provides a shape of the horizontal betatron and dispersion 
horizontal betatron (p) and dispersion (0) functions within functions as represented in Fig. lb in all dipole magnets, 
the dipole magnets only. Low emittances can be reached if However, other design considerations forbid this. A light 
the p(s) and q(s) have a minimum there. Two extrem cases source includes undulators and wigglers and at the 
are shown in Figure 1. Figure la represents the two position of these insertion devices, in the long straight 
dipoles of the double bend achromat (DBA) structure [4] sections, the dispersion has to be zero. This requires a 
and Figure 1 b represents the central dipole of the triple matching of the twiss functions to the desired values within 
bend achromat (TBA) structure[$ In both cases the formula the straight sections. 
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Figure 4. The dynamic aperture of ROSY II with 
optimized chromatic sextupoles. 

Figure 2. A comparison of theoretical minimal 1.0 
emittances obtained by different bending magnet 
structures. The persentages under the magnets indicate 0.9 
their relative contributions to the H - function average. 
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Figure 3. The lattice of a 3 GeV, 3 pi nm rad emittance 
light source ROSY II. The positions of the chromatic 
sextupoles are indicated with vertical bars. 

The zero dispersion can be matched only in the case 
the straight section is on the left side of the dipole in Fig. 
la. Two of these dipoles with one quadrupole in between 
form the well known DBA structure [s]. Implicit to the DBA 
structure is the requirement that the phase advance from 
the beginning of the first to end of the second dipole has to 
be n. This is only possible if the distance between both 
dipoles is very large m or there are at least two more 
quadrupoles in between the dipoles, as for the ELETTRA 
design [S]. In most DBA designs the minimal emittance has 
not been attained. 
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Figure 5. The fractional tune of ROSY II as a function 
of the initial particle amplitude for on energy particles 
(crosses), and dp/p = -3% (open triangles), and + 3 % (full 
triangles), respectively. 

Inserting a further dipole between the two DBA dipoles and 
providing there a shape of the Twiss functions as given in 
Fig. lb represents a TBA structure. Such an arrangement 
would have a lower emittance if the Twiss functions 
reached the optimal values both in the central and in the 
outer dipoles. However, it has been proved that this is not 
possible B]. Even if it was possible, the ideal emittance of 
the TBA lattice would be smaller than the ideal DBA 
emittance by only a factor 1.3 because of the relatively high 
contributionof the outer magnets to the total emittance ( 
85.5%, see Fig. 2). In conclusion, it can be said that the 
TBA - structure is DBA dominated. 
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.92 / I I I I Ill THE MODIFIED QBA -LATTICE 

The QBA structure Is obtained by inserting two dipoles 
between the two DBA bending magnets. Also in this 
arrangement the highest contribution to the emittance is 
given by the outer magnets (Fig. 2, 37.5 %). The 
investigation of a GBA structure for the 6 GeV Riken 
Storage ring [IO] has shown that this structure has no 
merits with respect to the DBA or TBA structures. 
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Figure 6. The fractional tune of ROSY II as a function 
of particle energy deviation 

.sTORACE RING mrL4MmERS 

Quite different is the behavior of a modified QBA structure 
which we firstly proposed for a planned synchrotron light 
source LISA [2]. As mentioned above, the emittance of the 
TBA structure is not ideal because of the unsatisfactory 
matching of the twiss functions from the straight sections to 
the central dipole. Matching the twiss functions to an outer 
dipole with a deflection angle $2 should force a smaller 
increase in the emittance with respect to the ideal one, 
because the differences between the existing and the 
matching conditions are not so large. The second 
advantage of the halved deflection angle in the outer 
dipole is that its contribution to the emittance is small. 
According to Figure 2 the contribution of the outer magnets 
to the emittance in the ideal case is reduced to 15 %. 
Consequently, this structure is really determined by the 
dipole of Figure 1 b, which gives the smallest emittance. 
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Table 1. Parameters of the storage ring ROSY II 
designed with a modified QBA - optic 
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